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successor
we
probable
have
This
The new Season's goods
adopted
year
on the railroad from which he will
such medicine to try it at our risk.
Vice Kid, and Tans, in lace or button and are
Turns,
Buck as superintendent
of motive
for
basis
different
a
that
is
believed
But
like
it
are now arriving daily, every
buying
Rexall Orderlies are eaten just
be secured.
insist that they have no
of motive power. They
direct
and
are
our
the new sueprintendent
prompt
particularly
purchases
Making
express brings in something
idea of the change Mr. Storey wil' candy,
in action, may he taken at
manufacturer where
the
from
power will lie a man unknown in the make. Furthermore
agreeable
new, attractive and typical
they hint that
ever possible when not, buymechanical department of the Santa
any time, day or night; do not cause
could
to
of the approaching Season.
if
have
they
say they
nothing
Fe.
diorrhoea, nausea, griping, excessive
ing in larger quantities than
cid know.
The styles, patterns and
hereto-fote- .
or other undesirable effects.
In Topeka there are many rumors
Other officials of the road say they looseness,
SHOE
FOR
OUR
FEBRUARY
SPECIAL,
SALE,
This enables us to buy at
colorings are unuiually pretfavoring H. W. Jacobs for the posi- know nothing but the rumors in rail- They have a very mild but positive
in
the
than
closer
which
a
with
action
the
past
upon
organs
price
tion. Mr. Jacobs is assistant super- road circles.
ty and desirable. Daintiness
But it is a general
and at the same time maincome In contact, apparently actThen
they
will be the key note for Spring
intendent of motive power.
opinion that Vice President Storey
tain our usual high standard
ing as a regulative tonic upon the rethere are some who believe that John will reorganize the mechanical
wearing apparel and domindepart
of quality.
Purcell, superintendent of shops, will ment, and that he will obtain a man laxed muscular coat of the bowel,
ates every feature of the new
As a result our various
be in line for the place, and others from another railroad for the motive thus overcoming weakness, and aiding
3
merchandise.
for
will
sell
lines this Season
to restore the bowels to more vigorous
believe that a mechanical superin- liower head of the Santa Fe.
15
less
cent
than
20
to
New
received
We
have
and
per
healthy activity.
tendent from another part of the line
The announcement will be made in
ever before Our qualities
Rexall Orderlies not only relieve
or ,T. H. McOoff, mechanical superin about two weeks,
Silks, Dress Goods, Wash
ofto
the
according
will be as good, or better
buti
remove
to
the
tendf-n- t
constitution,
help
of Topeka, will be selected. ficials.
Goods, Waists. Dresses, Hair
when possible and in all
cause of this ailment. They also freBut it is believed generally that W,
Ornaments and Fancy Bags
ready-to-wea- r
garments exof
quently overcome the necessity
B. Storey, Jr., vice president in charge
ADVOCATE UNIFORM LAWS.
which are now ready for your
of
ness
clusive
style guaranof operation, will perfect a reorganiWashington, Feb. 15. Federal reg- constantly taking laxatives to keep the
teed.
inspection and during the
in
condition.
normal
sation of the mechanical department ulation of weights and measures in so bowels
wee'k will receive new Skirts,
for the same
values
Better
no
in
There
is
our
Vice
time
is
really,
first
opinion,
the
it
far as
is necessary to secure uniof (lie road. This
Come in
Suits and Coats.
values
same
or
the
money
OrPresident Storey has been able to car- formity in the laws throughout the similar medicine so good as Rexall
ac quainted with the
will be
and
the
less
for
money
get
It
to
derlies
is
for
the
which
"lo
purpose
country will be urged by the confer
ry ou his ides1new style, whether you are
the dominating rule at our
1Q6&
place roosted by J. W. Kendrirk. DO) ence of the state sealers of weights directed, especially for children, aged
to buy or not.
from now on.
store
ready
and
delicate
are
prepersons.
They
and measures, which began at the
many months ago.
in tablet form and in two sizes
Just, what Vice President
Storey lepartment of commerce and labor to pared
of packages; 12 tablets, 10c, 36 tabwill do in reorganizing the mechanic- day and will continue over tomorrow.
80 tablets, 50c.
Real department no one dares to pre- As a result of the agitation on the lets, 25c, and
dict. Bur it is thought that he will subject the legislatures of 27 states member, you can obtain Rexall Rem
edies in this community only at our INCORPORATION
CERTIFICATE day of February, A. D. 1912.
property, by purchase, gift, donation, this association are:
place the work under closer super- already have taken action looking to store The
Rexall Store. E. O.
GEO. W. ARMIJO,
uniform laws to govern weights and
State of New Mexico. Office of the (Seal)
President, Lizzie N. Higgins, East
subscription or in any other manner,
vision and organization than before.
measures.
State Corporation Commission.
Clerk, State Corporation Commission and to sell, lease, or otherwise dispose Las Vegas, New Mexico.
May Abolish the Office
of New Mexico.
First Vice President, Martha C. Rayof real and personal property as proI, George W. Armijo, clerk of the
With the rumors that are running
BASKETBALL TOURNEY.
BENEFIT FOR "TEDDY" MARKS
Commission of the Artciles of Incorporation cf "Las Ve- vided by law.
State
nolds, Las Vegas, New Mexico.
Corporation
succesthe
wild concerning
probable
New York, Feb. 15.
Omaha, Feb. 15. Many of the prinMany well State of New Mexico, do hereby cerSecond Vice President,
This corporation and association
Margaret.
gas Hospital"
sor to the late W. F. Buck as superinschools of Iowa and Ne- known players contributed to the pro- tify that there was filed for record
high
cipal
Know All Men By These Presents, shall also have full power and author- Ryan, East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
of
Santa
the
tendent of motive power
braska are entered in the interstate gram at the benefit performance for in this office at Two o'clock p. m., on that, we, the undersigned, citizens of ity through its Board of Trustees, to
Third Vice President, Alice Long,
Fe comes the report, that the Santa basketball tournament at tne Univer- Ted U. Marks given at Cohan's theaA. D. 1912, of the United States, and residents of borrow the necessary funds for carry- East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
of
the
first
Februarv,
day
Fe will adopt soon what Is known as
of Omaha. The tournament opens ter this afternoon. Mr. Marks, who is Articles of Incorporation of Las Vegas the State of New Mexico, under and ing out is objects and to mortgage or
Fourth Vice President, Sophia Losy
the divisional system. This plan turns sity
and will continue over tomor- one of the best known of the
tonight
of
of
its
the
sections
East Las Vegas, New Mexvirtue
and
encumber
7066).
otherwise
(No.
by
Bentley,
provisions
Hospital,
pledge
over to the operating department the row
theatrical managers nnd vaudeville
and Saturday.
Wherefore:
The
incorporators 462 to 466, inclusive,' In relation to property, real and personal, to secure ico.
entire authority of the railroad.
agents in New York, has been serious- named in the said articles and who the formation of corporations, for re- such loans, and to make and execute
.
Recording
Secretary, Lucy
Wtih the divisional system on th
TO SKAiTE FOR TITLE
ly ill for some time.
have signed the same, and their suc- ligious, benevolent, charitable
and promissory notes or bonds to any Shank, East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
Santa Fe It Is possible that there
Boston, Feb. 15. Nearly a score of
cessors and assigns, are hereby de- other purposes, do hereby associate amount authorized by law for the purCorresponding Secretary, Nellie I.
would be no superitnendent of motive the fastest skaters in, the United
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
clared to be from this date until the ourselves together and form a corpo- pose of securing funds, for the fur- Schirmer, East Las Vegas, New Mexrower. The mechanical superintenden-ont- s States and Canada reported in this Take LAXATIVE
BROMO
Quinine First day of February Nineteen Hun-dre- ration for the purposes and objects therance of its
objects, and if neces ico.
would report to the general man- city today to take part in the inter- Tablets.
Druggists refund money If
a Corporation by hereinafter Bet forth, and to that end sary to secure the payment of the
and Sixty-twTreasurer, Susan Ballou Iden, East
court
last
a
of
as
and
W.
E.
GROVE'S stg the name and for the
supreme
fails to cu'e.
agers
national speed skating championships,
set hereby certify and sitate as follows: same mortgage or deed of trust upon Las Vegas, New Mexico.
purposes
a
new vice to be pulled off tn the Boston arena.
resort it is likely that
nature la on eaeu box. 25c
forth in said articles.
Name
the whole or any part of the real and
Term of Existence
president will he appointed.
In Testimony Whereof, I have hereof the corporation
The
name
shall
personal
duration
property
of this
The
said
of
corporation
corporation
The divisional system makes
unto set my hand and affixed the seal be the "Las Vegas Hospital."
It shall have power and authority shall be fiftf years.
head
the
royal
superintendent
of said Commission, at the City of
to do and perform every act and
In Witness Whereof. We have hers
Principal Place of Business
of his district. The master mechanic
Santa Fe, the Capital, on this Second
to carry out
the
set our hands and seals this
iiinto
necessary
of
thing
The
office
and
principal
place
reports to the division superintendent
day of February, A. D. 1912.
usiness of this corporation and asso- above purposes, which like corpora- 29th day of January In the year of
instead of to his mechanical superior
GEO. W. ARMIJO,
(Seal)
ciation is the "l&s Vegas Hospital," tion organized under the laws of the Our Lord one thousand nine hundred
officer.
The trainmasters, the
Commission situated in the City of Las Vegas, in state of New Mexico may lawfully do and twelve.
State
Clerk,
Corporation
the master mechanics and all
of New Mexico.
LIZZIE N. HIGGINS
the County of San Miguel, and State or cause to be done.
(Seal)
make their reports to the division suCertificate of Comparison
LUCY A. SHANK
of New Mexico.
Management
(Seal)
perintendent.
of
Mexico.
Office
of
the
State
New
Prove
MARGARET RYAN
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable ComThe management of the affairs of
(Seal)
This entire divisional organization
Agent
State Corporation Commission.
ALICE H. RICE
Health of Ailing Women.
pound Does Restore
(Seal)
was explained in detail some time
The name of the agent of and in this corporation and association, the
I. George W. Armijo, clerk of the
MARTHA C. RAYNOLDS
Mass.
Life
suffered
was
of
and
"I
Boston,
of
all
care
and
(Seal)
passing through the Change
property
preservations
ago. It is a plan that is practiced sucwhom
and
proupon
State Corporation Commission of the charge thereof,
from hemorrhages (sometimes lasting for weeks), and could get nothing to
EMMA F. COHN
of which It shall become possessed,
(Seal)
cessfully on the Union Pacific, the
check them. I began taking Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
of New Mexico, do hereby cer- cess may be served Is the president
State
FANCHON C. MILLS
buildof
all
construction
erection
and
(Seal)
hemon
the
and
N.
Pennsylvania railroad and the Rock
the
Is
who
at
Lizzie
present.
(tablet form)
Tuesday,
following Saturday morning
Higgins
tify that there was filed for record
SUSAN BALLOU IDEN
for its use, and the dis(Seal)
Island.
orrhages stopped. 1 have taken them regularly ever since and am steadily
necessary
ings
in this office at Two o'clock p. m.,
Objects
EVALINE C. BENJAMIN (Seal)
gaining.
On the Union Pacific it is carried
bursement and expenditure of all funds
" I certainly think that every one who is troubled as I was should give
on the First day of February A. D
which the
for
The
objects
EDITH G. TOOKER
particular
manner
for
its
in
extent
use,
out to such an
that the general
(Seal)
secured
any
your Compound Tablets a faithful trial, and they will find relief," Mrs.
1912, Articles of Incorporation of Las said corporation is to be formed are
FREDA FRANK APPEL
with any and all other busi(Seal)
Gborge Juby, 802 Fifth Street, South Boston, Mass.
manager has an assistant at the head
together
and
also, for the care, reception and maintenVegas Hospital, (No. 7066).
NELLIE I. SCHIRMER
ness that may be connected with and
of the engineering department, the
(Seal)
that I have compared the following ance of and the rendering of medical
from Mrs.
CORA M. McCLANAHAN
King, Phoenix, R.I.
be
to
shall
affairs
vested
mechanical department and the oper(Seal)
its
pertains
with
the
of
the
same,
copy
original assistance to persons in need thereof, in a Board of
Phoenix, R.I. "I worked steady in the mill from the time I was 12 years
ALICE R. LONG
an
and
trustees
(Seal)
ating department. No more general
eight
old until I had been married a year, and I think that caused my bad feelthereof now on file, and declare it to and to that end to acquire by purOLIVE BOUCHER
executive committee of four to be ap(Seal)
superintendents on the Union Pacific.
ings. I had soreness in my side near my left hip that went around to my
be a correct transcript therefrom and chase, gift or otherwise Sanatoriums
MINNIE BAKER
of
The Santa Fe has been talking
said Board of Trustees
(Seal)
back, and sometimes I would have to lie in bed for two or three days. I
by
pointed
of the whole thereof.
and Hospitals.
was not able to do my housework.
CARRIE B. SCHLOTT
from its members, and such other ofthe divisional idea for some time. Xot
(Seal)
I
hereIn Testimony Whereof, have
in
"Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has helped me wonderfully
and acquire and ficers and employes as may be proMAISIE R. WHALEN
To
lease,
purchase,
that W. B. Storey, Jr., vice president
(Seal)
I
am only too
every way. You may use my letter for the good of others.
unto set my hand and affixed the seal
HARRIET PHELPS WHITMORE
s
ceive by gifts, devises, bequests or vided for in the
at the head of the operating departof this asglad to do anything within my power to recommend your medicine." Mrs.
of
said Commission, at the City of otherwise, all property real and perment has his say on the Buck succesas provided
Julu King, Box 282, Phoenix. R.I.
hereafter
sociation
made
(Seal)
Santa Fe, the Capital, on this Second sonal as is or may be necessary or
SOPHIA BENTLEY
sor and has his first chance to manage
law.
(Seal)
by
Letter from Mrs.
Donovan,Willimantic, Conn.
State of New Mexico
the affairs of the mechanical depart
proper for the furtherance of its obTrustees
Willimantic, Conn. " For five years I suffered untold agony from female
ment it is possible that he will place
County of San Miguel
jects, and use or occupy, conduct oi
troubles causing backache, irregularities, dizziness, and nervous prostraThe names and postoffice addresses
On this thirtieth day of January,
in operation the divisional methods.
manage the same as may be necessary of
tion. It was impossible for me to walk up stairs without stopping on the
the said Board of Trustees, who A. D.
In the four districts of the Santa Fe,
for the proper conduot of the business
1912 before me personally apway. I was all run down in every way.
shall manage the affairs of this cortrved three doctors and each told me something different. I received
GOOD
"I
ADVICE
of said corporation.
the eastern lines, the western lines,
Lizzie N. Higgins, Lucy A.
peared
and association for the first
no benefit from any of them but seemed to suffer more. The last doctor
the coast lines and the gulf lines, the
This corporation can acquire, funds poration
Shank,
Margaret
Ryan, Alice H. Rice,
said it was no use for me to take anythinsr as nothing would restore me to
months and until their successand means therefor, by voluntary con- three
Martha C. Raynolds, Emma F. Cohn,
health again. So I began taking Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
general managers would have control
The
Made
or
Results
This
are
as
elected
ors
providappointed
Newburg tributions, donations, subscriptions,
to see what it would do, and by taking seven bottles of the Compound and
over everything. Mechanical officials
Fanchon C. Mills, Susan Ballou Iden,
s
ed by the
of this association
other treatment you advised, I am restored to my natural health," Mrs.
Lady Glad She Followed
and
would report to them.
by
chargdevises,
Evallne C. Benjamin, Edith G. Tooker,
gifts,
bequests
762 Main Street, Willimantic, Conn.
Etta
Donovan,
are
as
are
which
follows:
adopted
The Pennsylvania and Union Pacific
Suggestion.
Freda Frank Appel, Nellie ll Schirmer,
ing such rates to the patients thereof
Lizzie N. Higgins, East Las Vegas,
as may be provided by the governing
from Mrs. Winfield Dana, Augusta, Me.
methods are opposed by a majority of
Cora M. McClanaban, Alice R. Long,
Mexico.
New
Newburg, Ala. "For more than
the mechnlcal men. They will not adOlive Boucher, Minnie Baker, Carrie
body or executive committee in control
Augusta, Me. "Lydia E. PinV ham's Vegetable Compound has cured the
Lucy A. Shank, East Las Vegas, B.
year," writes Myrtle Cothrum, of this thereof and in any other manner by
backache, headache, and tl.e bad pain I had in my right side, and I am
mit that there is any logic in the
Schlott, Malsle R. Whalen, Harriet
place, "I suffered with terrible pains in which means may be obtained
perfectly weU." Mrs. Winfield Dana, R.F.D. No. 2, Augusta, Me.
for New Mexico.
change. But to the operating officials
Whitmore and Sophia Bentley
Phelps
Nellie L Sohirmer, East Las Vegas,
my hack and head. I had a sallow such purposes.
the divisional method is the real soto me known to be the persons defrom Mrs. A. Thompson, Newport, Vt.
Letter
complexion, and my face was covered
lution of successful railroading and
The corporation or association has New Mexico.
foreNewport, Vt " I thank yon for the great benefit Lydia E. Pinkham's
with pimples. Our family doctor only no
Susan Ballou Iden, East Las Vegas, scribed in and who executed the
capital stock, and the funds necesauthority.
Vegetable Compound has done me. I took eight bottles and it did wonders
acknowledged
and
going
instrument,
me
relief.
gave
temporary
for me, as I was a nervous wreck when I began taking it. I shall always
to construct, operate, conduct, New Mexico.
Jacobs Will Stay Here
as their
A friend of mine advised me to try sary
Martha C. Raynolds, Las Vegas, New that they executed the same
speak a good word for it to my friends." Mrs. John A. Thompson, Box 3,
It is probable that H. W. Jacobs will
and
maintain
the Institution or instifree
act
deed.
and
so
I
at
Vermont.
Cardui,
once,
began taking it,
Newport Center,
Mexico.
remain in Topeka as assistant superWitness my hand and seal the day
and with the best results, for I was tutions, to be establshed as provided
Margaret Ryan, East Las Vegas,
will
be
intendent of motive power. Mr. Jacobs
contribuherein,
Letter from Miss Grace Dodds, Bethlehem, N.H.
voluntary
and
cured after taking two bottles.
year last above written.
My
New Mexico.
has done a wonderful work at the
Bethlehem, N.H. " By working very hard, sweeping carpets, washing-mother and my aunt have also used tions, donations, subscriptions, gifts
J. C. RICHLEY,
(Seal)
R.
Alice
Long, East Las Vegas, New
from the State of New Mexico, or othhead of shop practices, bonus matters
ironing, lifting heavy baskets of clothes, etc., 1 got all run down. I was
were greatly benefited.
and
Cardui
Notary Public.
sick in bed every month.
I shall always praise Cardui to alck ers who may contribute funds to i( Mexico.
and methods. He is the court of last
Dec. 23, 1914.
" This last Spring my mother got Lydia E Pinkham's Vegetable Comcommission
My
expires,
and suffering women."
Sophia Losy Bentley, East Las Veor in any other manner, for benevolresort in matters of this kind and has
7066.
Cor. Rec'd.
No.
Endorsed.
pound for me, and already I feel like another girl. I am regular and do
Cardui is a purely vegetable, per- ent and charitable
been instrumental In working out a
not have the pains that I did, and do not have to go to led I will tell all
purposes and in gas, New Mexico.
woVol. 6 Page 148. Articles of Incorpotonic
for
harmless,
fectly
remedy
my friends what the Compound is doing for me." Miss Gracik B. Dodds,
Officers
compact system on the Santa Fe.
carrying out the objects for which
men, and will benefit young and old.
ration of Las Vegas Hospital. Filed
Box 133, Bethlehem, N.H.
Its ingredients are mild herbs, hav- this corporation and association is
Assistant Superintendent Jacobs is
The officers of the corporation and in office of State Corporation Comwoing a gentle, tonic effect, on the
For 30 years Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
an organizer. He is a student of the
organized.
asociatlon shall be a President, four mission Feb. L 1912, 2 p. m. Geo .W.
manly constitution.
Compound has been the standard remedy for feconcentration of shop work and he
Powers
vice presidents, two secretaries and
a million women
has
Cardui
helped
No
one
male
ills.
sick
Armijo, Clerk. Compared E. D. C. to
with woman's ailments
back to health and strength.
has gathered around him in Topeka
This corporation snail have power a treasurer, who shall be members of J. J. O.
does justice to herself who will ot try this fatried
If
it?
Have
not, please and authority to make such s
you
some of the best mecanical men in
mous medicine, made from roots and herbs, it
as the said board of trustees, and the
da It may be just what you need.
"
has restored so many suffering women to health.
to its membership, perpetuation or names and
as kept them
the country
postoffice addresses of the
FOR RENT
N. B. Write to: Ladles' Advisory Dept.. ChattaWrite to LYDIA G. PI IK II AM MEDICO E CO.
as it shall deem proper said officers who shall serve
His experience In all lines of machinfor Special government,
nooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga. Tenn.,
Two nicely furnished front rooms,
until
MASS..
LYNN.
advice.
(CONFIDENTIAL!
for
"
Home
Treatment
and
book
Instructions,
and through its Board of Trustees, to their successors are selected
ery over the country and his mf nrtr
Your letter will be opened, read and answered
and ap- with electric lights and bath. Infor Women." tent in plain wrapper, on request.
tlon with mechanical men has given
acquire and hold real and personal pointed aa provided by the laws of
by a woman and held in strict confidence.
quire 518 Sixth street.
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SCOTTISH RITE TO

Danderine

INITIATE A

Stops Falling Hair and

CLASS

FACTS

SURPASS

THE ANCIENT

Destroys Dandruff

ROMANCES

MANY LAS VEGANS EXPECT
TO
GO TO SANTA
FE NEXT WEEK
TO TAKE HIGH DEGREES.

Makes the Hair Grow Long,
Heavy
and Luxuriant and We Can
Qu ckly Prove It

VOGUE OF ARABIAN NIGHTS THE
ATRICAL PRODU CTIONS

Ims Vegas Alason8 are
interested in
the reunion of the Scottish
Rite, which
I'l be held in Santa Fe
beginning
Monday and concluding
Wednesday of

If You Wish to Double the Beauty of
Your Hair at Once, Just Get a 25
Cent Bottle and Try This

be compelled to prove by a bill of lease.
Hundreds of New Yorkers, find every lease for a
Thereale that Uie watch Is their own propdwelling.
ing their apartment not habitable on fore there is great
joy among ai'
erty.
previous cold winters, have vacated,
and coal dealers
Flat Dweller Win Victory
only to find themselves held for th
New York flat dwellers are
jubilant. amount, of the rent until the lease ex
At last they have won a
victory over pired. But finally one man with an
the landlord. The anoellahe rltvUinn
apartment on Riverside Drive appeal

of the supreme court has dicided that
ir an apartment, suntxmeri to h
by steam, is too cold for comfort Mb
tenant is Justified in moving out and
the landlord cannot hold him to his

ht.t

to a higher court. His lease contained no reference to heating the
apartment or maintaining a stated
temperature. But the court decided
such a provision must be read into
etl

CWCHESraSNLLS

Bfll
IMA

HO Ml II II 4 V I. li ii

..

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS
EVERYWHERE

LEADS TO CHAOS

FEBRUARY

New York, Feb.
15. New
York
theater goers apiwrently wish their
plays to transport them far from the
next week. Several members of the
Surely try a Danderine Hair Cleanse if you wish
metropolis these dayh. Anything ex
to Immediately double the beauty of your hair with
craft are planning to go to the Anotic is received with acclaim. Two
httle trouble anil at a cost not worth
cient City to take the work while
mentioning
rival Broadway
playhouses, a few
just moistin a cloth with a little Danderine and
those who are members of the rite are
blocks apart, offer plays representing
draw it rarcfullv throuirh vour hair, tnlrlno.
small strand at a time, this will cleanse the hair
scenes from the Arabian Nights and
anticipating a trip to Santa Fe durof
dust, dirt or any excessive oil In a few moments
these are playing to full capacity at
ing the festivities. The Santa Fe New
Your hair will be wavy
you will he amazed.
Mexican has the
all performances. Enthusiastic audifluffy and abundant and possess an incomparable
following to say
about the reunion:
ences follow keenly the animated arsoftness, lustre and luxuriance, the beauty and
shimmer of true hair health.
The Scottish Rite Masons of
abesques of caliphs and clowns, begthe
Besides beautifying the hair, one application of
city are very busy this week preparing
gars transformed to wealthy nobles,
Danderine dissolves every particle of Dandruff
for the eighth reunion of the
ragged revenge stalking iu prey,
cleanses, purifies and invigorates the scalp, forever
stopping itching and falling hair.
stabbings and drownings, lovers smugbodies, beginning Monday and
'ifJS Danderine is to the hair what fresh showers of
gled into harems, and all the thou
concluding Wednesday evening of
rain and sunshine are to
next week.
vegetation. It goes right
and one lively mischances and
sand
to the roots, invigorates and strengthens them. It's
A large class is
grotesqueries of the romantic tale.
expected to be pres.
exhilarating, stimulating and
ent to receive the degrees from the ties cause the hair to grow abundantly long, properThe volatile New Yorker has rushed
strong
and beautiful, It at once imparts a
fourth to the thirty-seconto this romantic atmosphere to es
bril,
sparkling
and also
liancy and velvety softness to the hair, and a few
a number of members of the order re
urthe
facts
of
cape
modern
prosaic
weeks' use will cause new hair to
sprout all over
ban life. But probably only to the
""u ' anrerent parts of the state the scalp. Use it every day for a short
time, after
which
nave signified their intention
two or three times a week will be sufficient
stolid
metropolitan is the metropolis
of again
to complete whatever growth you desire.
prosaic. As a fact the city's news of
witnessing the ceremonies. The Rite
You can surelv have pretty, soft, lustrous hair,
now has a
single day contains more strange,
foland lots of it, if you will just
membership of over four
get a 25 cent bottle of
hundred and is
romantic
incidents
wildest
than
the
Knowlton's
Danderine
from
any drug store or toilet
growing rapidlv
counter and try it as directed.
oriental extravaganza. Were Charles
throughout the state.
whose
The committees
Dickens,
Father
centenary
having active suKnickerbocker
pervision of the work are as followsobserved,
recently
Cord, 32 degrees; Frederick Muller, sonse
Executive Richard H.
by S. Y. Gordon, president ot alive, and writing in New York Instead
Hanna, 32 32 degrees.
the association. Tomorrow the editors of lxndon, today, he would unquesdegrees K. C. C. H.; Charles F. Ka- Stage Directors Charles F. Kanen. will listen to addresses
Tl tin , o n jt
by former Con- tionably rouse the great body of New FEBRUARY CLEAN UP SALE
uegrees; Harry H. Dorman, 32 degrees, John
.12
Pflueger, 32 degrees. gressman James A. Tawney, E. H. Yorkers to this constant outpouring
degrees; Nathan Jaffa, 32 degrees
Examination John W. Mayes, 33 I. Denu of
WASHINGTON
K. C. C. H.; Samuel
ON ROELOF'S "SMILE"
Bemidji, and others of prom- of romance at their very doors. Little
TROUSERS
HATS
Q. Oartwright
G. II.; Edward R.
Paul, 32 degrees; inence. The sessions will end
"2 degrees.
glimpses of this romance peer out of
H.
Harry
Dorman, 32 degrees.
he colums of the newspapers. A re
Reception Edmund C. Abbott 32
from present season only worth $3.00,
Class Directors Charles F.
cent day produced the folowing items. Styles
Easley,
degrees; Edward R. Paul, 32 degrees-MelviS3. 50 and $4.00, for
32 degrees, Charles A.
A multimillionaire died intestate, and
Wheelon, 32 deTrousers that are highly recommended by
T. Dunlavr, 32
WED ON GOVERNOR'S ISLAND.
degrees; Lu- - grees K. C. C. H.
the leading retailers of the country. The
New .York, (Feb. in. The .nret.tv one of his nephews, who was to re"oy,
Ernest
degrees;
prices
lyiers ueorge A. rtt "die, 32
.
Meier, 32 degrees.
little Church of St. Cornelius the Cen- - ceive two and a half millions, waB
we quote you in our February Sale are so low
grees; William H. Kennedy, 14
-.discovered
in
a
destitution
tu
in
living
Come early and select your style in soft or
.naiTiment Arthur
lion, on Governor's Island, was the
that you cannot buy the cloth alone, for the
Seligman, grees.
stiff
scene of a brilliant military wedding mean tenement. He had just boruegrees; Richard H. Hanna, 32 de-Colors, brown, grey, London smoke and
money.
ee n.. o, C.
this afternoon, when Miss Marian Alli- rowed a quarter from a neighbor and
some in black.
H.; Samuel G. Cart
EDITORS IN SESSION.
A
son, daughter of Coionel James N, bis wife was in the workhouse.
aright, 32 degrees.
Minneapolis, Minn., Ket
15. The Allison, TJ. S. A., and
COME IN AND DE CONVINCED
Music Robert J.
granddaughter lively millionaire, 74 years old, an
Crichton, 32 de forty-sixtannual convention of th. of the late
MEN'S DRESS GLOVES
srees.
W.
J.
of athlete and a jiu jitsu expert, was
Judge
Whalley
Minnesota Editorial association me
Electrician Arthur er. Griffin, 32
$3-9Portland, Ore., became the bride of found to have married a girl of 20. $1.65
at the Hotel Radisson this mornlne Lieutenant
formerly $fi.00
former price $2.25
Jacob Earl Fickel, U. S. A A clerk who had his salary raised
degrees.
3.25
ana was opened wtrn nn ,,,,,,.
1.45
"
,
5 00
Ti
2.00
ui
Master of Wardrobe Alan R. Mc- is one or uie army immediately. went
... home and hanged 1.10
1.
2.95
welcome by Mayor Haynes and a re- - ijieuienani picKei
"
i
1.50
4.06
a uie
aviators.
uiuiwii.
insurance company
.95
" 1.25
2.55
discovered that a man supposed to
3.50
" 1.50
gloves
have died 14 years ago, at which time 1.00 work
2.00
3.00
.85 "
" 1.25
the company paid his wife a policy of
1.45
"
"
.45
2.00
.
75
$1,850 on his life, was still alive. The
man had been in the employ of the
company during the 14 years and liv THE BEST QUALITY AND THE LOWEST PRICES IN
SOLE LEATHER TRAVELING BAGS, SUITed just a few doors from its main of
CASES
AND
TRUNKS THAT WERE EVER OFFERED IN LAS VEGAS
rice. A wealthy Yukon miner camo
to town, engaged a suite at a smart
February, the dullest month of the year-a-nd
we need the money,' that gives you a chance to
Broadway hotel, washed his only un
buy at
.
.
the
following prices:
uciBum, a reu nannel affair, and
hung it out of the window to dr.v $10 00
former price $12.50
'"SO
former price $14 fid
,
"" several rnottsand persons 8.75
11.00
11.00 Trunks
14.50
'
atliored to stare and traffic was
8.50
"
"
10.50
10.50
18.00
blocked.
At a book sale, a biblio6.2S
. . . .
"
8.00
15.00 Steamers
' '
21.00
phile paid $3,S00 for a tiny pamphlet 12.00
,
..
15.00
".
12.00
'
16.50
..
m
5.S0
containing Shakesieare's "Venus and
..
7.00
"
.50
12.50
Adonis." This amounted to $165 a
stock-N- ew
s,
descrip-tionpage, or $ 1,800 a cubic inch. These
were but a few items picked at ranREDUCED PRICES ON MEN'S UNDERWEAR
dom from the news columns.
Glastenburg's Health Underwear and Gooper's Union Suite th nriivuw bww i
Jewelers' Exchange to Go
"
luiugi uuo IVJ
The Jewelers' Exchange building,
mention.
one of the oldest structures in New
York, in the heart of the financial
district, is at last to be torn down
Sale
to make way for a
skyscraper. The
place dates from 1750. It is really a
we can offer you about
group of buildings constructed about
four dozen pair of
on every SHIRT in the
a rear courtyard. In the old
SHOES at
days it
house in laundered and
was occupied by lawyers'
offices, but
soft
in collars attachthe attorneys moved out or died off
ed and detached flanone by one and jewelry trades moved
nels and silk lisles.
in. Aaron Burr had an office
there,
The following prices
about 1812. but the roomy
fireplace
at
this sale are hard to
where he is said to have brewed a
beat.
famous hot punch has long since van
's
make
ished. It is also said that the
former price, $4.00 and
place
and Signal Soft Shirts
was once a hotel and that
Washington
$3.50
$2.50... .formerly $3.50
spent a night in one of the rooms
We guarantee these
mi
1.65... formerly 2.50
mere was, at that time, a handsome
shoes the same as you
1.35... formerly 1.75
tountain playing in the court and
would pay us the full
1.15... formerly 1.50
bridges across it connected the front
price for.
.95... formerly 1.2
and rear buildings. Later the origin$1.45 soft-co- llar
attached
al Gordon Bennett was a tenant
....formerly $2.00
and
"
1.50
was evicted for failure to
We have received part
pay his
.95
"
1.25
of our spring styles
rent. For a time one of the cellar
1.35 French flannels
"
2.00
vaults was occupied by a Scotchman
ready for your
1.00
"
1.65
known as i.on ra mprstnn"
.
45
" i i.j
formerly 75c and 1.00
sold a famous brew.. of ft
a nA
ll
UUU
DUll
more famous mutton pies
We nave
Hard on Your Uncle
two dozen
which
on
The laws against carrying revolvers in New York have
recently been
strengthened and now tihe police department and the magistrates have
taken measures which increase the
difficulty of pawning one's watch. This
is the result of the decree to
the ef
feet that anyone who has been robbed and sees the stolen
property in a
pawn shop may get a policeman, eo
with him to the pawn broker and de- Property, if the
refuses to restore it, the
will arrest him on a
charge of
receiving stolen proeprty. Of course
this has made the pawnbrokers exceedingly wary, and temporarily impecunious persons who desire to leave
their time pieces for a period at the
sign of ti three balls, will in future
610 DOUGLAS AVENUE, BETWEEN SIXTH AND
SEVENTH, EAST IAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO
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During the next four days we are going to
offer our entire
goods, of all
Spring Skirts, House Dresses, new Dress
Goods, Linens, in fact any and
everything you
want, four days only

....

m,.

In Our February Sale

At 25 Per Cent Discount

Special

Don't Forget The Policy of This Store is to

SELL for

Cluett-Peabody-

We have to large a stock, to specify each and
every article, so all goes for

...

.

25 Per Cent Discount

During this sale, no discount will be given on
any purchase less than

about
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state ticket was elected This Is quite
nference drawn, however.
true
from Ibfaos by these race agitators
is false.
It is, a wll known fact that Sandoval county is, unddr normal conditions,
a county that gives' about 600 republican majorjf)'. Of all the votes In the
county, it is extremely doubtful if 100
are, or ever ware, cast by
Bernalillo county, under
normal conditions, casts a republican
majority of 1,000 and over; and more
than 60 per cent of its voting population is Spanish American. Here in
these two counties we have, normally,
a republic
majority of 1,600. At
the last election Sandoval county went
about 350 democratic and Bernalillo
went about 1,100 the same way. Who
s
or the
did it, the
If Sandoval county
alone had given its normal republican
on
majority, every Spanish-Americathe republican ticket would have been
There is absolutely no basis
elected.
in fact for the race cry that some of
and bigoted citiour narrow-mindezens are raising.
But if the facts do not exist from
which the race issue can be legitimately raised, why is it being raised?
That is the real question.
It is reported on excellent authority
that the Honorable Felix Martinez de
sires to go to the United States senate from New Mexico. It is also said
that many of our prominent democrats
favor his candidacy. They have nothing to lose and everything to gain, so
why shouldn't they
They are even
probably willing, nay, anxious, to supply a few votes and some sinews of
war. Some of the others who are apparently being drawn into the movement are being used for the benefit
of Martinez and his democratic colleagues. It is notorious that the democrats are saying to each other that
Felix is the only
in
New Mexico who would make a creditable United States senator.
We do not want Martinez to get to
the senate on any issue. His record
in this county is still too malodorous.
If there is a properly equipped
erican
in the republican party
who wants to go to the senate we are
in favor of him, provided there is no
other Spanish-Americawho is better
If there is - properly-equippeequipped.
in the republican party who wants to go to the
senate, we are in favor of him, provided there is no other
who is better equipped.
In short,
Anglo-American- s.
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Spanish-America-

THESKNATOKIAL SITUATION' AND THE RACE
QUESTION
Wa hova l...f i M !
..,,.ill..
any one, irrespective of the political
party to which he may belong, who
raises the
race issue in connection with the election of United
States senators or in connection with
anything else. Those who are raising the cry now are Rasing their arguments on the fact that at the last
election no Spanish-Americawho was
on the
pitted against an Anglo-Saxod

n

n

The Optic wants to see the two best
equipped republicans in New Mexico
chosen as United States senators. If
s
they are both
or both
it is all the same to us. We do
not want to see a democrat go, and,
above all things, we dislike to consider
even the possibility of Don Felix Martinez ever wearing one of the togas.
Let us forget the race question. It
it being raised by designing democrats,
republicans, and
Tools.
Let us be men and American
citizens, and elect the two best re
publican senators we can find.
Spanish-American-

Anglo-American-

half-bake- d

LEGAL LEARNING
"N. Solomon, the Santa Fe merchaut,

Spanish-American-

16
66
7.50
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ay informed Congressman Curry
tlfat Santa Fe does not look upon
his efforts to have the federal court
meet at various points in New Mexico,
Ayith any too great favor and the matter will be held in abeyance until
Congressman Curry comes to Santa Fe
next month to consult with Santa Fe
New Mexican news item.
people."
We knew it! Dag gum it! We knew
it! The merchant prince of Santa Fe
has spoken and Curry has backed
water. Or has Curry decided to lie
down because Editor Walters, he of
the great legal learning, convinced our
congressman that if his act passes
then the enabling act is a nullity and
New Mexico will ipso facto, slip back
into her former territorial condition?
The latter would certainly be enough
tc scare poor Curry pink. Just con- sider a moment and see if it is not so.
Walters says that the act admitting
New Mexico and the acceptance of it
by the people constitute a contract;
that the enabling act provides that
the federal court shall be held at
Santa Fe; that if one provision of a
contract is broken the entire contract
fails. Horresco referens! It follows
absolutely and irresistably 'that if
Curry's federal court bill becomes law
a provision of the Walters contract is
broken and that the entire contract
falls to the ground and this fair land
of Santa Fe and the incidental rest of
New Mexico lapses into territorial degeneracy again, where, as Paul has
previously said, we were not responsible for what we did and could make
laws in a bar room if we wanted to,
because we were not responsible to
ourselves or any one else. Can you
beat it?
After careful investigation and

THURSDAY.

FEBRUARY

15. 1912.

thorough cogitation we are inclined to
think that Paul's theory ot contracts
is, though novel, quite correct for
Paul; that his reasoning on responsibility is eminently logical for Paul;
and, in fact, that he has done much
better in both instances than could
have been expected from Paul.
Without desiring to enter the lists
and oppose ourselves to Paul on a
question of contract law we would respectfully refer the erudite and logical editor of the New Mexican to
36 Statutes at Laree, Chap. 231, Section 11, p. 1088, which reads as fol
jlows: "A special term of any district
court may be held at the same place
where any regular .term is neld, or at
such other place in the district as the
nature of the business may require,
and at such time and upon such notice
as may be ordered by the district
judge. Any business may be transacted at such special term which
might be transacted at a regular
term."
In conclusion: We remark that Mr.
Walters has raised another tempest in
a teapot both the tempest and the
teapot being just his size. The United
States district judge can hold terms
of his court wherever he pleases, notwithstanding the potent fact that Mr.
Walters thinks Santa Fe is the whole
show and the only town in the state
worth considering.

moral obligations of the marriage relation Mrs. Sinclair .merely left her
husband's roof to live in a bungalow
with a second rate poet, who, it
seems, has been unable to provide his
inamorata with food.
And now Mrs. Sinclair
has returned to the home of her father,
Which offers her a haven of rest she
Mas not known since she left it to
live with the socialistic
Sinclair.
Thus the "soul mate"
fiasco has ended and the interchangeable wife is back where she started,
while the two literary geniuses are as
free as before.
So far as the persons immediately interested are con
cerned, no special harm has been
done, perhaps. At least, nobody will
waste any sympathy on either Sinclair or Kemp. But society as a
whole has been grieviously hurt by
this little comedy. The Incident has
added to the evidence already accumulating rapidly that marriage among
a certain class of persons in this counUnder the
try is a mere mockery.
laws of states and by established custom, men and women who do the
things done by the two socialists and
the mutual wjfe are .amenable to
moral and legal accountability. But it
seems we are becoming a free and
easy people. In fact, we are becom
ing Europeanized in this sense, and
the fact is a most lamentable one.
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PROGRESSIVE CONVENTION.
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. lo. A state
Americans have been slow to ac- convention of progressives has been
cept those Old World customs whieti called at Santa Fe on March 8, the
make light of the marriage relation same date as the republican convenunder the guise of "liberalism." But tion, and it is believed that at that
there are many recent manifestations time, any differences that have existed
in the republican party, will be
of
in
M

ETA AND HARK Y AT OUTS

weakening restrictions
in this country.
The social "progressives" are no less in evidence than their counterparts in the
political field, and common acceptance is accorded in a measure to the
"free love" cult that in the past was
wholly discouraged and outlawed.
For some reason or another, or
perhaps for no reason at all, the
escapade in which Upton Sinclair and
his wife and Harry Kemp figured a
few weeks ago aroused little moral
resentment among Americans.
it
was generally taken as a matter of
course. Many people smiled indulgently when iKemp took Sinclair's
wife away with him, with certain
conventional formalities usual under
s
the circumstances. None of the
in this little affair seems to
believe in either the legal or the
social-moralit-

y

prin-pical-

THE MAINE REMEMBERED.
Havana, Feb. 15. The American
colony in this city today paid its customary tribute to the memory of the
victims of the Maine disaster by decorating the graves of those who are
buried in the local cemetery. This
was the fourteenth anniversary of the
blowing up of the battleship in Havana harbor.
KANSAS Y. M. C. A. MEETING.

Hutchinson, Kan., Feb. 15. Delegates representing the city and college branches of the Young Men's
Christian association In Kansas gathered in this city today for their annual state convention. An attractive

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.

Las Vegas Automobile

Machine Shop

&

Wm. Whalen, Prop,

Phjne Main 344.

program covering four days has been arrived this afternoon on train No. 1.
They will give a concert this evening
prepared for the meeting.
at the Y. M. C. A. hall on the Santa
Fe
reading room circuit. All of the
The members of the Craven Family
seats have been engaged and the
Mrs. George Craven and four daughcompany is assured of a first class
ters, and Miss Queen tSout, reader, welcome.
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AT
STORE OF QUALITY Asks an Inspection of The Goods Advertised and a Comparison of Their Prices. We carry only
In buying from us you have our guarantee
first quality merchandise.
on every article we sell. Our future business depends on the satisfaction our customer receive from us
Join the crowds of satisfied
customers, who trade with us year after year.
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across a wire stretched between the
two groups. One hmnd his partner
by tracing to its end the piece of tissue that fell into his hand. This
proved a jolly diversion.
Had a woman
M. C. de Baca was In Santa Fe yes"newspaper man"
been
on
business.
present she could have seen
terday
J. A. Riehl, a Santa Fe official of
many Interesting things to write about
the masquerade. But as the dance
Albuquerque, came In last night on
business.
was for the entertainment of the men
It was fitting that It should be deJefferson Raynolds returned this
afternoon from a short business trip IT SHOULD CONTAIN MORE LEAP scribed from a masculine standpoint
to Denver.
The description could have been made
YEAR8
AS
AND 12 TIMES
Ben Strickfadden left
In a few words. These are: "The
this after
MANY VALENTINE DAYS.
noon on a trip to the country south
best, jollicst and most sucoeesful soof
Vegas.
cial affair that I.as Vegas has over
What a pity that the calendar Is seen." About four hundred
D. J. McCanne came in
people,
yesterday
afternoon from his home in Fort Sum- so arranged that leap year only occurs dancers and spectators, were present.
once in four cycles an d that St.
ner on business.
is assigned to only one of the
William
G.
Attorney
Haydon re
turned last night from a short busi- 3C6 days. The good, old saint is given
one day each year but only in leap
ness trip to Springer.
E. E. Veeder returned to Las Vegas year is it observed by the ladies. Leap
yesterday after spending several days ear and St. Valeutine's day unusually
look about the same to the average
in Santa Fe on business.
A
Dan Kelly came in last night from man as any old year and any old day,
his home in Trinidad to attend the but the ladies of las Vegas, through
the medium of tne masquerade dance
leap year ball at the armory.
C. O. Pease, president and
general given last night in the armory, havn
manager of the Cimarron Lumber demonstrated to the men of this city
company, was in Las Vegas today that leap year should be every year
on business.
and St. Valentine's day should roll NOBODY BUT DAIN'I V Mill (tit TO
E. R. Wright of the law firm of around at least once a week
every
APPEAR IN THE HGR,7IAL'
Wright and Renehan of Santa Fe, day would be asking too much.
MUSICAL PRODUCTION.
came in last night from the Capital
The ladies also demonstrated that
City on business.
they know just how a big social func"The I JreHH llelniirxnl,' Hit- (iikhKbI
J. L. Lawsou, on attorney of Ala- - tion should be conducted in a manner
arHvei last night from his to make all the men guests feel glad productlaoti to be sUxnd tomorrow
night at. the Dum-ahome and was in Ias Vegas today on
opurs tuniee by
they came. .They showed, too, that the
of
Normal tint
club
tho
glee
girl's
business.
legal
they have forgotten more about giving
Ik one round of hinurIik IiiH
Leo S. Kellogg aocomiianied
by dances than the men over have veiMOty
deuu and catchy air and will Utt
Robert Lawrence, came in last night learned.
from Raton to attend the leap year
doubtedly bo one of Um moat pi
The ladles of las Vecas, and that in amateur nil ruction ovr
mask ball at ihe armory.
pc nfi o
Jake Graaf came in yesterday after includes many handsome matrons and In Ijih Vegan. The piny l. ndapiftd to
noon from El Paso. Mr. Graaf was pretty girls, planned every detail of a complete girl's cunt, the
:'iuin l
ailed to Las Vegas by the serious Ill- the affair. The men of the city, who lug in a glrl'tt hoarding school. The
and wbnt. plot ilnrre In " Hie
ness of his mother, Mrs. Julius Graaf. are still counting themselves remarkH. R. Parsons of Fort Sumner camo ably fortunate in having been bidden, production hang on a drj rebeiN&l
several hundred oof a burlesque of "Cinderella," which
in last night and was in Las Vegas were the guests.
were
committees
actively
engaged in tho girls of the school urn aUuttriK.
on
business. Mr. Parsons is
today
a prominent attorney of Fort Sumner. making the guests happy, each lady In addition to the regular chorus and
Mrs. A. Cavanaugh, Who was in Las being chairman of a reception commit- music of the play several well known
Vegas yesterday to play for the leap tee of one. The ladles, observing the popular airs have been added.
In the first scene wo are Introduced
year ball, returned to Albuquerque leap year prerogative, engaged the
this morning on the California lim- dances and were good enough to ap- to the garden of Grove Mouse Acadplaud for encores. No lonesome man emy, of which Miss Jones is the lady
ited.
J. H. Willman, will leave this even was left ' sitting out" a dance while principal, and Mile. Epinard Is the
ing for his home in St. Louis. He some perfectly dandy ladies gathered French teacher. It Is proposed to wind
will accompany the body of his sister, in the cloak rooms to chew candy ci- up the term by a grand party and
KaUierine W'illman, who died this gars and drink pink tea- - the feminine supper, an additional entertainment
substitute for some of the things men being a charade, which, in the hands
morning.
some times careless enjoy when of the merry girU, Decomes a burHalloran
of
Calif
Ralph
Berkeley,
arrived last night and was a visitor tnev should be dancing. 1 he men were lesque imitation of "Cinderella," Mrs:
in Las Vegas todav.
Mr. Halloran so besieged with requests for dances Jarvey, a retired actress, and now a
was formerly of Albuquerque and is that they got their programs badly teacher of elocution, Is called in to
mixed and it was necessary to an- train the pupils in their parts. She,
well known all over the state.
George W. Harris will leave this nounce that but one waltz or two step at first, demurs, as the present play
evening on train No. 2 for Xewark, might be engaged In aavance. It was is some miles below "Shakespeare,"
O., where he expects to spend several the ladies who proposed a trip to the but finally consents, and enters into
months. Mr. Harris may locate in punch bowl and who inquired what the matter quite heartily.
Ohio, going in the real estate busi- they might do to make their dancing
Miss Fibbs now enters, to begin the
ness with his brother, A. H. Harris. partners more comfortable. They did rehearsal. She is arrayed as Cinde.all these things so nicely that the rella, and is reciting very well, when
iormerly of Las Vegas.
F. W. Drake, of the Santa Barbara men the selfish critters
are willing she is interrupted by a visitor. Miss
Tie and Pole company of Hodges, to give them absolute charge over all Prudence Pinchbeck, who takes the
tame In this afternoon from Roches- the dances to be given in ias Vegas strange object for a real "poor pupil."
ter. N. Y.. where he was called by until the year 1ff87, by which time the who is being starved, nnd otherwise
the illness and death of his mother. most enthusiastic devotee of TerpsiUnder
by the principal.
Mr. Drake was accompanied by his chore who was
present iast night this impression, she hurries away to
sister. Miss Katheryn Hodges.
doubtless will be willing to yield the obtain assistance, perhaps from the
Arthur Rincland came in yesterday lolished lioor to a younger generation. police.
afternoon from his home In AlbuquerIn the meantime the play pro
The ladies demonsiratea another
que to attend the leap year ball at thing- - that is that they knew how iO gresses, with many absurd interrupthe armory, s. L. Rogers also came arrange masquerade cos.umes
in tions by Sarah Ann, who is always
in from the Duke City and was a which
they would look charming. eating; by Sophonisba Splvlns, who is
guest of the ladies of Las Vegas last They looked
charming while en greatly excited over a novel she is
night at the mask ball. Mr. Ring-lan- masque but it was not until they re- reading, and Miss Jones and the
is connected with the forestry moved their masks
that tney appeared French lady, who do not quite underservice.
at their best. It was different with stand what it is all about. Finally,
as the men that
William Cody, better known
is, from a man's point Miss Prudence Pinchbeck returns, Ina8sed .hxough Las of view.
"Buffalo Bill,"
Many of them would have tending to arrest the principal, and
Vegas this afternoon on train No.
The
to advantage if they had free poor, starving Cinderella.
appeared
en route from New York to Tombtheir masks on all evening, whole thing is then explained, and the
kept
stone, Arizona. Mr. Cody was ac- though it must be said that Las Ve- dress rehearsal is considered a succompanied by his wife, grandson, T. gas men are a
fairly good looking lot. cess.
Beauvet, and Major D. R, Russell. Some of them were dressed artisticIn the part of the principal of
Mr. Cody owns a large ranch in Aribut the greater number, accord- Grove House Academy, "Miss Jones,"
ally
zona where he has extensive mining
ing to masculine taste, Indulged the Miss Tillie Ehrich will he seen and
interests, and expects to spend sevshining opportunity to throw conven- Miss Maurine Harper win play the
eral months in Tombstone.
of the French teacher,
tion to the winds and appear In out- character
landish garb. It was the occasion for "Mile. Epinard." Miss Grace Ireland
a real masculine frolic such as most will portray "Mrs. Jarvey," a retired
of the men present used to participate actress and teacher of elocution in
in when they found in a hidden chest Grove House. The character of "Miss
GerI nthe attic a collection
of their Fibbs" is played by Miss Edna
Pinch"Miss
Prudence
ard
and
that
of
In
clothes
back home
grandfather's
beck," the sympathetic visitor, by
The highest point of woman's hap- boyhood days.
mothMiss Rosalie
Miss Merle Schlott.
piness is reached only through
Many of the costumes were extremeerhood, i& the clasping of her child
Powers plays the part of "Sarah Ann"
elaborate
and
was
it
a gaily dressed
ly
within her arms. Yet the mother-to-b- e
and Miss Mary Hansen that of "Sophis often fearful of nature's ordeal throng that participated in the grand
Incimarch. George Washington, to ail onisba Spivins." Other characters in
and shrinks from the suffering
But for appearances, came out of his grave the play and the musical program
dent to its consummation.
nature's ills and discomforts nature to Join in the merriment and his will be decided tomorrow, according
provides remedies, and In Mother's stately grandeur was offset by a grim- to the producers.
Final dress rehearsal of the play
Friend is to be found a medicine of
fool In oaily life one of the
will be held this evening at which
great value to every expectant mother. acing men
of the town who, It must
It is an emulsion for external brainy
on by the director. Miss May Ross.
application, composed of ingredients be admitted, acted the part to perfecsoothtion. It was the most successful
which act with beneficial and
ANOTHER BARGAIN.
ing effect on those portions of the masquerade, from the standpoint of
A neat appearing home on the hill.
to
is
intended
It
involved.
system
costumes, ever held m Las Vegas.
House has five rooms and is in good
prepare the system for the crisis, and
Some surprises were sprung during
sufferthe
Location is the best and the
thus relieve, in great part,
repair.
the evening. One of these came dur-luis right. You will be interested
ing through which the mother usually
price
a dreamy waltz when all the
passes. The regular use of Mother's
If you are thinking of purchasing a
Friend will repay any mother in the lights except streamers of red and home.
the
and
helpcomfort it affords before,
blue electrics were extinguished and
THE INVESTMENT AND
ful restoration to health and strength bands of red. white and blue
bunting
AGENCY CORPORATION.
comes.
after
about
baby
it brings
from the corners of the Phone 40.
depending
George A. Fleming,
Friend
Mother's
The dancers
gallery were unloosed.
is for sale at mm ,t
Manager.
were showered with confetti which
had been concealed in the patriotic
TOO LATE TO CIA8SIFY.
free book for fW
a rollicking two step
drapery.
During
til.nn4onr twin
tlre aancer divided, the ladies going FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
ers which contains much valuable
to one side of the room while the men
of
and
many
baby chicks, $12 per 100. Orders
suggestions
information,
.lined up opposite them. At a given
tilled till July 1. Mrs. M. E. Steva helpful nature.
were
balls
"w.
hurled
Humboldt, Kan.
ens,
EECUUITTH
serpentine
fft.. Htlitr.
UUPnrXD
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CO.
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PLAY

f
NEW DRESS GINGHAMS
in plaids, checks and stripes

-

27 inches

wide,

warranted

moi-'ord-

fast color at

12 U2o
Best grade 36 incite precale,

mix-up-

cambric finish, light and dark
colors, and side bands,

regu-

lar 15c value at

12
HOFFMAN

1--

AND

2c

ORAUBARTH

PHONE MAIN 104

PLAYS AND PLAYERS.

Robert McWade, Sr., is to appear in

a sketch called ' The Lifer."
Louise Gunning will make a tour
of tue cast in A Balkan Princess."
Cecil Raleigh's success, "The Whip,
is to be produced in this country.
"The Lilac Domino," a Viennese
operetta, has been acquired by Al H.
Woods.

Adrienne Augarde has arrived trom
London to begin rehearsals of "Rose-maid.-

"

Weber and Fields have decided to
go on the road after their New York
season.
Hattie Williams is to return to musical comedy soon in a new piece
called "The Doll Girt."
Nora Bayes and Jack Norworth
have acquired the dramatic rights to
the novel, "The Penny Panic."
Marion
Fairfax, author of "The
Talker," has started work on a new
play dealing with the question of the
idle rich.
Philip Bartholomae, author of "Over
Night," has two new plays ready for
next season. One of them is called
"Little Miss Browa- .Florence Nash, wno made a hit as
the lisping girl in "The Boys of Company B," is to appear in a new playlet by William C. De Mills.
Edgar Selwyn, author of "The Councomthree-ac- t
try Boy," has written a
to
intends
Harris
B.
which
Henry
edy
season.
next
porduce early
Theodere Burt Sayre and Cleveland Rogers have just completed a
be
play of American life, which will
Cort.
John
season
next
by
produced
Frnk Campeau, who won for himself ft reputation at Trampas in "The
Virgtfcian," is now playing in
Margaret rllfngton.
"Tne Only Son" is soon to be revived with Thomas W. Ross as the
star. Mary Ryan, Frederick Burton,
and Lizzie Hudson Collier will be in
the cast.
Perkins Fisher, now playln? in vaudeville, was for years one of the prinA.
cipal comedians supporting James
some
and
in
Apart"
Hearne
"Drifting
of his other plays.
Klaw & Erlange- - have recently
J.
signed a contract with William
Burns for a detective play based on
his personal experiences and his
methods of detection. Harriet Ford,
the ptarwTtent. and Hanrey J. OTflg-ginthe writer, will assist him In
the work and will supply the technical
part of the work.
"Kind-ling'fwit-

n

s,

i

rfvl
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THE BUM

man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel saie
and sure if we nil your
prescription.
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CUMMINS'
BIRTHDAY.

SENATOR
SIXTY-SECON-

I
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ALARM CLOCKS FOR EVERYBODY

Washington, Feb. 15. Birthday con
gratulations were in order today for
the latest of the republican presidential aspirants Albert Baird Cummins,
United States senator from Iowa. Sen
ator Cummins was born 62 years ago
In the town of Carmichaels. Pa.
In
early youth he followed his father's
trade of carpentering, .and with the
money thus earned he was able to
take a two years' course at Waynes- hurg College. After leaving college
he worked for several years as a railroad Hiirveyor. He must have been a
pretty good man at the business, for
ho was offered a position as, chief
of on of the western railroads
Hut th future unriator
had already
dwei iiiln-upon the law as a profes-loand at the aKn of
Ire bild aside
lila irlpod and bucatne a ntuduul In a

.90
Sunrise
Spasmodic,
Sunbeam,

$1.60
$1.35

Junior Tattoo,

$1.75
$2.70

Eight Day,

ROBERT J. TAUPERT,
OPTICIAN

AND

JEWELER

LAS VEGA5 NEW MFXICO

n

t

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY

luw office.
Mr Cummins uld not became a real-dn- f
of lb Mat that later was to
link" him eovnmor and I'nlted Htates
.iulot until )H7, when h removed
from Chlcseo u, H-- h
Moines and
formed a law partnership with his

''lil'-Ufc-

Distributing
Agents
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IMPLEMENTS

VEHICLES

SADDLES

HARNESS

SEEDS

warn

a more

!,
paHi. :,
then
prohibition, u4 wtixutnuxnt, oeiUUofi
seems to have aojroved bis Judgment,
for high
wn, Jo
ov.lm now
appears to be h
Ud poli of

THE PLAZA

(a.iie

Iowa.
When Join, H
"Krand old man"

WAGONS

WEBER

brother, llefore mnn, years had
passed bo i d
Ublmhd hlH reputa
tion an oi,' of Ihe ahlaai
in
the Hum
aiai
"-- '
Klivul m tows
Mr t nmim$ W
uiu0,lA i the ktaie
leeiM ..re. h wm .
iwi sj,
drp. .imn candidal. wU)cH wa not
fery MMm ihlhtf ui Hum, days.

rr,

known as the
of u.
republican
rt the end of
party In lews, was
bis long career In the United Htates
senate, Mr. Cummins became a candidate for the tog. He was unsuccessful, but be came witbln three votes of
election and established his place
among the foremost leaders of his
party, in 1901 be came out for the
governorship. It was Cummins arainst
the field. He stumped the state and
WOB in the convention of 1,600 dele- gates by a majority of 18. He served
his first term and was
Dur-ing his administration and under hi?
leadership the reform movement made
great headway in Iowa. As :i candidate for a third term, with "Reform"
as his campaign slogan, ne swept the
state with an old time majority that
made him master of tne party.
In 1908 Mr. Cummins was elected
to serve out the unexpired rerm of
William B. Allison In the United
States senate. He was
to

1

j
j

1
'

i

X

LAS VEGAS, N. M.
form, but be does not believe that
the proper way to remedy the existing
condition of things is o uestroy the
corporations and make v.- -r on the
railroads. In a speech delivered before the Roosevelt club In Denver
some years ago he expressed bis
views on the subject of reform as follows:
"Do not fear the titu of reformer,
but put the true meaning upon the
word. The reformer who destroy is
the enemy of mankind. The reformer
whose cry Is 'march on' is the bene
factor of his race. In a .ountry ilka
ours, whose foundation stones were
laid by hands of patriots, and wbose
structure Is cemented by the blood of
heroes, where justice and equality
have been the watchwords of our
commanders, what we need is not revolution, but evolution. We need vs
formers who recognise that what we
have is good, but that It may be better; men and women who devote theti
lives not to tearing down, but to build
ing up."

the full term the next year. When
the tariff agitation was renewed soon
after he entered the secato, Mr. Cummins stood up and said things which
Htarted what became known as the
"Iowa idea." The idea meant a reduction of tariff on racnoroUed pro
ducts. La Follette and others took up
the idea and made much of it, but it
was Cummins who originated it.
Close friends and admirers of Mr.
Cummins believe that the "progressive" movement, as the "Iowa idea"
has come to be known, may sweep tne
senator into the White House. They
he could
believe that on a show-dowpoll greater strength among the progressive republicans than Senator La
Follette. The Cummins policy in regard to the leading issues of the day
may fairly be defined as a mean be
tween the views or President Tafi
and those of Senator La Follette, a
little more advanced than tne former
and at the same time not so radical
as the last named.
Senator Cummins believes in re
n

And now ye of

The Tread Mill
Give
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Sleep till waking time comes.

j

'

i

There may be a way to make your daily life more Comfortable.
You must keep on "sawing wood" for the family, you know, but when the vital forces recede
a bit and you join the "cadaverous" army, look sharp to your food and drink. Remember this fact that
one
cause of a brain worker's downfall into nervous prostration and a variety of disorders is
wide-sprea- d

Coffee and Tea
Don't believe it!

You say.

Make test and convince yourself, for

fee and tea ten days.

Use in their place good,

therein lies a chance for relief.
well-mad-

Try leaving off the

cof-

e

POSTUM
spring of health, and the daily toil becomes pleasure
The evening pastime brings happiness, and the sound sleep of boyhood comes once again to

In a few days many feel the
once more.
cheer and refresh

Hear

old-tim-

e

.

Ye!

Hear Ye!
"There's a Reason''

Postum Cereal Company, Limited
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Ertray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
na concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Henry T. Nlms, Bast Lag Vegas, N.
M, Dec. 3, U1L
One black female horse, 1
r old. 600 lbs.. 10 hands.
On left hip
Branded

I

DAILY

OPTIC THURSDAY,

FEBHAfllt

15, 191

I

10 days after last appearance of thin
Estray Advertisement
Estray Advertisement
advertisement, said estray will be sold
Notice is hereby given to whom It
Notice is hereby given to whom It
by this Board for the benefit of the may concern that the
following de- may concent that the following de
owner when found.
scribed estray animal was taken up by scribed estray animal was taken up by
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Frank Davis, Stanley, N. M., January H. H. Chandler, Cimar'on, N. M.,
Albuquerque, N. M.
7, 1912.
February L 1912.
1st pub. Feb. 12, last pub. Feb. 22, 1912
t:
One bay mare, 10 years
One bay mare, 7 years
old.
old, 800 lbs., 14
hands.
Branded
Estray Advertisement
Branded
sssW
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
On left hip
On left thigh
Said animal being unknown to th( may concern that the following de
Said animal being unknown to una
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or scribed estray animal was taken up by Board, unless claimed by owner on or
B. Chavez, Quemado, N. M.,
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before March 5, 191 J, said date
Franclsco
before
Feb.
26,
1912,
said
10
date
being
being
before Feb. 26, 1912, said date being 10
10 days after last appearance of this Jan. 25, 1912.
days after last appearance of this addark
days after last appearance of this ad
One
bay horse, about vertisement, said
dvertlsemeTit, said est ray will be sold
will
be sold
estray
vertlsement. said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the 4 feet 11 inches high.
by this Board for the benefit of :bo
owner when found.
by this Board for the benefit of the
Hranded
owner when found.
ATE FOR CLASSIFIED
owner when found.
ADVER
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
On right hip
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
CATTLE
TI8EMENT8
SANITARY
BOARD,
N.
M.
Albuquerque,
Branded
Albuquerque, N. M.
lv
cms per line each Insertion
1st pub. Feb. n, last pub. Feb. 22, 1912
Albuquerque, N. jj.
1st pub. Feb. 6, last pub. 16, 1912.
On right sbouldei
1st pub. Feb. 6, last nub. 16, 1912. istlmate six ordinary words to a
Ins. No ad to occupy less
Branded
tpscethsn
Estray Advertisement
Estray Advertisement
two lines. Ali advertisements chargEstray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
On left shoulder
Notice la hereby given to whom it
Notice is hereby given to whom it ed will be booked at spsce actually
may concern that the followine de
Branded
may concern that the following deconcern that the following de et. without regard to number of
may
scribed estray animal was taken up by
On left hip
scribed estray animal was taken up by
scribed
Cash in sdvance preferred.
M. D. Pineda, Arroyo Seco, N."
estray animal was taken up by ord
M,
Said animal being unknown to this V. P. Harrineton. Lacuna N m in.
Traquilino
Feb. 3, 1912.
Jaramillo,
N.
M..
Bibo,
'oard, unless claimed by owner on or nary 22, 1912.
January 19, 1912.
One blue horse, 3 years before March 5, 1912, said
One
e
spotted
date being
One cow, 3 years old, 700
old, 156'. lbs, 4 feet. 2 Inches.
10 days after last appearance of this cows, 8 years old, 750 lbs.
lbs.
Branded
Branded
advertisement, said estray will be sold
Branded
On left shoulder
On left hip
by this Board for the benefit of the
On left bip
Said animal being unknown to this
Said animal being unknown to this owner when found.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Ear mark
before Feb. 26, 1912, said date being 10
before March 5, 191?, said date being
Albuquerque, N. M.
days after last appearance of this ad
10 days after last appearance of this 1st pub. Feb. 12, last pub. Feb. 22, 191
S?ld an.mal being unknown to this
OpSic's Number, Main t,
vertlsement, said estray will be sold Board, unless claimed by owner on or
advertisement, said estray will be sold
this
Board
for
by
the benefit of the before Feb. 26, 1912. said date
by this Board for the benefit of the
Estray Advertisement
being 10
owner when found.
owner when found.
days after last appearance of this adNotice is hereby given to whom it
CATTLE
SANITARY BOARD,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
vertisement, said estray will be sold
may concern that the following de
Albuqueraue. N. M.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Albuquerque, N. M.
by this Board for the benefit of the WANTED Experienced girl for general housework. 520 Washington.
pub. Feb. 12, last pub. Feb. 22, 191? Henry T. Nims, East Las Vegas, N. 1st pub. Feb..?, last pub. 16. 1912 owner when tound.
A!., Dec. 3, 1911.
CATTLF SANITARY BOARD,
WANTED To rent a good piano. Mrs.
Estray Advertisement
Estray Advertisement
One femal sorrel horse,
Albuquerque, N. M.
Not.ce is hereby given to whom it
W. G. Haydon, 1108 Seventh St.
Notice Is hereby given to whom it year old, 600 lbs., 10 hands.
1st pub. Feb. 6, last pub. 16, 1912.
may concern that the following: de
may concern that the following deBranded
scribed estray animal was taken up by
WANTED Dining room
scribed estray animal was taken up by
403
girl.
Estray Advertisement
On right hip
P. Harrington, Laguna, N. M., Jan
Thos. J. Owen, Mineral Hill, M. M,
Railroad avenue.
Notice
is hereby given to whom tt
Branded
uary 22, 1912.
January 2, 1912.
may concern that the following de
One red cow. 8 years obi
One mare, about S years
On right shoulder
scrtbea
estray animal was taken up by
750 lbs.
old, 700 lbs.
Said animal being unknown to this
Rufus Wamel Animas, N M., Jan. 18,
Branded
Branded
FOR RENT Four room cottage,
1912.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
part
On left ribs
On left shoulder
before March 5, 1912, said date being
iy furnished, chicken house, barn,
One
red
cow
10
months
Said
animal
unknown
being
this
tt
10 days after last appearance of this
IVz acres, partly under
300 lbs., 3
feet.
ditch, sun
Board, unless claimed by owner on or old,
Branded
able for chicken ranch or small
said
will be sold
advertisement,
Branded
estray
On left hip
before Feb. 26, 1912, said date beine-iby this Board for the benefit of the
On left ribs
dairy. On car line. Rent cheap for
days after last appearance of this adSaid animal being unknown to this owner when found.
a year. Call 417
Eighth street,
vertisement, said estray will be sold
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
ncjoi marn.
Kast
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Lav Vegas.
Bf
by this Board for the benefit of the
beforo March 5, 1912, said date being
Albuquerque, N. M.
owner when found.
10 days after last appearance of this 1st
Said animal being unknown to this FOR REN- T- 2 room furnished house.
pub. Feb. 12, last pub. Feb. 22, 1912
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
advertisement, said estray will be sold
921 Lincoln avenue.
Board, unless claimed by owner on f
by this Board for the benefit of the
before Feb. 26, 1912, said date being in
Albuquerque, N. M.
Advertisement
Estray
owner when found.
iqio days after last appearance of this ad
Notice is hereby given to whom it 1st pub. Feb. 6. last nnh i
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
vertlsement, said estray will be sold
may concern that the following deEstray Advertisement
Albuquerque, N. M.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
by this Board for the benefit, of the FOR SALE
Edison phonograph, 75
Notice
is
Isl pub. Feb. 12, last pub. Feb. 22, 1312 J. H. Buckelew,
hereby given to whom It owner when found.
Estancia, N. M., Feb. may concern
records,
recorder,
Jyu. Good as new,
that
the
following de
7, 1912.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
cast $125. 212 Ninth street. East
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Too-wiEstray Advertisement
Ono bay horse, 9 or 10
Las Vegas.
Albuquerque, N. M.
J. T. Collier, Estancia. N. M .Tn
Notice Is hereby given to whom it years
1st pub. Feb 6. last pub. 16, 1912.
old, 650 lbs.. 12 hands.
30, 1912.
n ay concern that the
Branded
following de- -'
FOR SALE A 4 H. p.
i bed
One sorrel mare. 4 years
motorcycle. Inestray animal was taken up by
On right hip
Estrpy Advertisement
quire A., Optic.
K I). Monsimer,
600
old,
lbs.,
about
N.
Isidor,
Notice is hereby given to whom it
M, JanuarJ
Said animal being unknown to this
Branded
30, 1912.
may concern that the fellowing de- - FOR SALE 27
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
nice chickens, reason,
On left thigh
One sorrel male horse, 12
cribed estray animal was taken up by
before March 5, 1912, said date being
able. Call F. C. Selsor, 919 Fourth
Said
animal
years old, 850 to 900 lbs., 14 hands. 10
being unknown to this Lucy Raley. Orogrande, N. M., Jan.
street.
days after last appearance of this Board, unless claimed
Branded
by owner on or 29. ld2.
said
will
advertisement,
be sold before Feb.
estray
26, 1912 said date being 10
:
One white horse, 13 years
On left shoulder
by this Board for the benefit of the
days after last appearance of this ad old. 700 lbs., 11 hands, i
YOUR SIDEBOARD STOCK
owner when found.
Branded
vertlsement, said estray will be sold
Is a matter concerning which you
Branded
CATTLE
SANITARY
BOARD,
On left hip
by this Board for the benefit of the
On left shoulder
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ery always is prepared to serve foun- cheap, 25 cents for
regular meals 75 cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
tain dainties. On Douglas avenue, Many
people wonder how It Is noa- - gists.
nest the Photoplay.
Take Hall's Family Pills for const!
sible to serve such e cellent meals an
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To-wi- t:

red-whit-

To-wi-

CHAPMAN

.

.

Reg-fcAjy-

DR. E. L. HAMMOND

RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
S. Meets first and third
Fridays in Suit
Masonic Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,

Worthy Matron; James O. Rutledge
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
Secretary. Phone Main 329, 180
Grand avenue.

To-wl- t:

for

Rent

To-wi-

HUNKER
Geo. H. Hunker

EL
DORADO
LODGE
NO.
1,
KNIGHT8
OF
PYTHIAS Meets Las Vegas,
every Monday eve
ning in Castle Hall.
aaaT

SBBV VrTt

Visiting Knights are
Invited.
cordially

n

&

HUNKER

New Mexlee.

PHYSICIANS

H. W.

HOUF, D. 0., M. D.
Physician and Surgeon
Cha n c e o r
I treat all kinds of
Commander. Harry
diseases, but
a specialty of eye, ear, nose an
make
Martin, Keeper of
throat, and the fitting of glasses.
Records and Seal.
Phones: Office, Main 46: Residence

IChas.

E.

Liebsoh-nle1

r,

1

Vegas 342.
Office:

FRATERNAL

BROTHERHOOD
NO.
102 Meets every Monday
night at
O. R. c. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at

506

Residence:

o'clock.
Visiting members are
cordially welcome. E. E. Gebring,
president; J. T. Buhler, secretary;
C. H. Bally, treasurer.

Grand Avenue.
Sixth Street

705

8

LOCAL

TIME CARD

EA8T BOUND
Arrive

J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545, No. 2... . 9:10 p.
No. 4
11:06 p
I. O. of B B.
Meets every first
No. 8
1:15
of
the
in
month
Tuesday
the vestry
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8 No. 10. .. . 1:45 p.
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are

a

Isaac Appel
cordially Invited
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec No.
No.
retary.

To-wit-

To-wi-

Dentist
Crockett Building. Has phoa
at office and residence.

ATTORNEYS

t:

To-wi-

4,

Chester A. Hunker
Attorneys at Law.

To-wi- t:

For Safe

NO. 2, A. F.

A B. P. O. ELKS Meets
second and
fourth Tuesday evening of easM
Regular commonth at O. R. C. hall.
munication first and
Vial tint
aitWl
brothers are cordially Invited. Gee
third Thursday in each
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D. W.
month. Visiting brothers cordially Invited.
Condon, Secretary.
N. O. Herman, W. M.; D. R. Murray.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
Secretary.
. NO.
804. Meets second and fourth
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2.
Thursday in O. R. C. hall. Ploness
building. Visiting members are cor
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
lllar conclave second Tues-adially invited V. R Tipton, G. K.,
E. P. Mackrl, F. S.
day jn each month at Masonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. CD
Boucher, S. C; Chas. Tamme, Re MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the forest of brotherly
corder.
love at Woodmen of the World
hall, on the second and fourth FriLAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. 3, ROYAL
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Clay
ARCH M 80 NS Regular convoca
Consul; G. Laemmle. Clerk. Visittion first Monday in each
ing neighbors are especially welmonth at Masonic Temcome
and cordially invited
m.
M.
7:30
R.
at
ple,
p.
Williams, H. P.; P. A.
Brlnegar, Secretary.
DENTISTS.

)t

To-wi-

DIRECTORY

A. M.

Wanted

To-wi- t:

LOOOE

BUSINESS

No.
No.

9:15 p. m
11:10 p. m.
1:25
m
2:10 p. m

a

m

WEST BOUND
1:20 p. m
1:45

1

3

6:10 a. m
4:40 p. m
6:35 p. m

7
9

RED CLOUD TRIBE NO. 4, Red Men
Meet In Fraternal
Brotherhood
hall. A. M. Adler, Sachem; David

I.

Depan
m.
m
m

First La Grippe, Then Bronchitis.
That was the case with Mrs. W. S.
chief
of
Flint,
records and collector Bailey,
McCreary, Ky. My wife was
of wampum.
taken down with a sever attack of
Visiting brother
v elcome.
which run into tironchifla Sh
coughed as though she had consump- uun anu coma not sleep at
The
first bottle of Foley's Honeynight
and Tar
O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
Compound gavo her so mneh roller
1.
Meets every Monday evening at that she continued
using it until she
their ha'l on Sixth street All visit was permanently cured." O. G. Schae-ing brethren cordially invited to at- ioi ouu rveu ,ross Lirug CO.
tend. J . D. Friden8tlne, N. G.;
Ml To.
Foley- Rldnev Pills Will VUI
nnn
v;
aU
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, case of kidney or bladder trouble
not
meriir-lrthe
xtm.
beyond
reach
of
Karl
Secretary;
Wertz, Treasurer;
medicine
can
do
more.
O.
G.
Schae- C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
rer and Red Cross Drug Co.
mm

To-wl-

0x

Crystal Ice
Pure Ice
PHONE MAIN 227

CHAS. LEWIS

To-wl- t:
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-
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AGUA PURA COMPANY

p. m.

6:15 p. m.
4:50 p. m
7:00 p. m.

-

Classified ads. search out the
who MIGHT BUV-t- he

.ear of your propoy

pXjLS'
ZZZlT "

Others, who read and
(and are anxious to find and
used machinery and fnmlt
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are
read hv
-dl
o ,bits,
thej
best markets!
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of any
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GOVERNOR DIDN
SAY HE WOULD

STOPJOUT
EXECUTIVE

it would bring to the
tate would
scarcely compensate for the unsavory
reputation gained."
The governor was very much
i
uttr the reception tendered
him in Las Vegas, last week. "There
was an entire absence of political
lines." he said.
Few ieople were present except
citizens of Las Vegas, but the function did not lack brilliancy on that
account. I .as Vegas was the first
place at which I stopped when I first
came to New Mexico and I fee) that
the greetings of the people of the
Meadow City were in the nature of a
personal tribute. I never attended an
affair at which every one so thor
oughly enjoyed himself."
The matter of the resignation of
Traveling Auditor John Joerns Is
still pending according to the govern
or, and he is unwilltng to chance an
opinion on what the outcome will be.
There have been no appointments re- cently, though it Is generally understood that the gnvernor was In conference with Filadelfo L. Baca while
in Las Vegas, and that the latter
agreed to relieve Acaslo Gallegos as
assistant superintendent of public In
struction on February iu.
Notaries Public Appointed.
The following were this morning appointed notaries public by Governor
"

DECLARES
HE WAS
MISQUOTED IN REGARD TO
PROPOSED MILL.

VEUAS DAILY

OPTiC

THURSDAY.

FEBRUARY
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LAS VEGAS
CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP

ITION.

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

of

THE

LecS Vegas
Office

I

WHOLE-SOM-

with the San Miguel National Bank

Win. G. Haydon
H. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

President
Vice President

Treasurer

Interest Pa. id on Deposits

E

California Fig Syrup Co.

Why Salves Can't Cure Eczema

Savings Bank

Capital Stock, $30,000.00

.

cred

livery

e

service, the popular brass beds cheaper than ever
before.
We have many styles in the
bright and satin finish, one mattresses, springs and pillows. J. u.
Johnsen & Son

kind that la demanded In every growing city, is best spelled In the name
of the M. L. Cooler livery. teleDhone
Main 15.

DIFFERENCE.
It makes little or no difference
whether you know or not that we
have wines--, whiskies, etc., etc. But
it does make a big difference if you
don't know that we sell the purest,
that our prices are the lowest, our
deliveries prompt and that we cater
to the family trade. The Lobby,
& Benjamin, proprietors.
BIG

Lau-bac-

ATTENTION
ELKS
Have you had your photograidi
made for the new lodge rom? Water,
man is making sittings and the pictures are proving as good or a lilt la
better than the quality usually turned
out by that high class photographer.
National Bank offers an admirable op Better arrange for a
sitting today.
portunity for accumulating savings Waterman, the Plaza.
Your account solicited.
A MONTH

HAS PASSED
A whole month of the new year has
passed. Have you started that account
for yourself or your little son or
daughter? If not, you have still 11
months in which to save. The First

DID YOU HEAR

THERE'S NO EXCUSE
For sleeping on a poor bed. For a
very reasonable investment you can
enjoy your sleeping hours as well as
a millionaire. We are selling the

Better get your coal shed filled up right
now.
The Coors Lumber company
has a plentiful supply and will fill all
orders promptly.

What the ground hog had to say the
other day? He declared that six more
weeks of winter were sure to come.
We had a taste Saturday and Sunday
of what can be expected this month.

MOTHER CRAY'S
SWEET POWDERS
FOR CHILDREN.
A
CruinReiiof lor VeTerlshaem,

roniipntloii,

i:!ff"K!

"

"The Dress Rehearsal"
fce

I

To

Given

eit

Duncan Opera House

f
If

FRIDAY,

FEBRUARY

SIXTEENTH

By Students of The New Mexico NormaJ Urviversity

X CURTAIN

HP
TICKETS

If

50c and 35c
At Murphey's

II en due lie.
Tectums;

m,

Don't accept Simple m.iled FRKK. Addresiu
an; substitute. A. S. OLMSTED, L Roy, ti. Y.

PUFF. Now then for soft nvusic.
SNEER. Pray what's that for?
PUFF. It shows that Tilburina is coming:
nothing introduces yovi a heroine like soft
music. Here she comes.
I JlT

f

1

Surplus
$50,000.00

$100,000.00

CO,
8anta Fe. ft. M., Feb.
it si . ,
xno
in
circle,
W. C. McDonald
was at hia desk
on evenj Package
the Genuine.
in the capitol this
morning busily engaged in disposing of the mail and
routine official business which accuDO NOT LET ANY DEALER
mulated in his absence. While In AlDECEIVE YOU
buquerque, the governor did not at
tend the meetings or the democratic
SYRUP OF FKS AND EUXIR OF SENNA HAS GIVEN
state central committee, though he
UNIVERSAL SATISFACTION FOR MORE THAN THIRTY YEARS
was much Interested in its deliberaPAST. AND ITS WONDERFUL SUCCESS HAS LED UN
tions. In regard to a supposed interSCRUPULOUS MANUFACTURERS OF IMITATIONS TO OFFER
view first published in an
INFERIOR PREPARATIONS UNDER SIMILAR NAMES AND
Albuquerque
!
I'WnjAi.cownmTiOK,
H
paper and then sent out through the
COSTING THE DEALER LESS, THEREFORE. WHEN BUYING.
a lf;
Associated Press, in which ho is quotNote tfoFutf Name of the
ed as sternly
Gompan
repressing the hopes of
New Mexico fight fans, the
governor
said:
PRINTED STRAIGHT ACROSS. NEAR THE BOTTOM. AND IN
"I have heard of the matter
only
THE CIRCLE, NEAR THE TOP OF EVERY PACKAGE, OF THE
through rumor.
GENUINE. REGULAR PRICE 50c PER BOTTLE; ONE SIZE
of
MINIATURE PICTURE
OF PACKAGE.
the fight syndicate have not called on W C. McDonald: O.a. Martinez. Ar
only. FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING DRUGGISTS.
me. I have not threatened to call oi royo Hondo, Taoi
SYRUP OF FIGS AND EUXIR OF SENNA IS THE MOST PLEASANT.
county; Alfred &.
the mounted police to stop anything Hanson, Roy, Mora county; Krnest C.
AND EFFECTIVE REMEDY FOR STOMACH TROUBLES, HEADACHES
AND BILIOUSNESS DUE TO CONSTIPATION, AND TO GET ITS BENEFICIAL
not covered by the law. If there is Frieb, Artesia, Eddy county.
EFFECTS rT IS NECESSARY TO BUY THE ORIGINAL AND ONLY GENUINE,
no law to stop such an exhibition I
Homestead Entries.
WHICH IS MANUFACTURED BY THE
shall ask the legislature to enact one.
The following land entries were reIt is true that a fight would advertise corded this
morning in the local land
New Mexico, "but whether it is the office:
Samuel N. Shirley, Estancla;
kind of advertisement
the people Juan B. Baros, Chaperlto; Francisco
neros. Magdalena ; Antonio Griegos,
want is another question. The money A. Sanchez,
8HOE REPAIRING
Albuquerque; Jacobo Sis- - Hilario; Sostenes
Mineral
Shoe repairing is important
Ksquibel,
and
Hill; T. S. de l.obato, vVillard; T. F. should be done right particularly
Tipton, Watrotu; Frank Ralph, Albu- welt soled shoes which when repaired
querque; Knoch K. May, Aztec.
should be sewed. Our eelctric driven
Fleming stitcher and Champion finishMUSCATINE, IOWA.
er
equals hand work, leaving the shoe
Since the
theory of cur- troubles but none that we can recomA city on the Mississippi river, emflexible and retaining the shape as
ing eczema through the blood has been mend as highly as this for we know that
Riven up by scientists, many different D.D.D.
the itcli at once. We can ploys 25,000 men, women and
when new, costs less and wears just
waives have been tried for skin diseases. give youstops
a trial size
for 25 cents
making pearl but cons. When you as long. Hedgcock's.
uui u nas Deen round that these salves that will be enough tobottle
it.
prove
the
only clog
pores and cannot penetrate
Of course all other druggists hnve are shopping, come In and see the asto the inner skin below the epidermis
D.D.D. Prescription go to them Jt you
where the eczema frerms are lodsed.
come to us hut don't accept some sortment of Pearl Buttons we are
can't
This the quality of penetrating
big profit substitute.
A CLEAN STABLE
probably explains the tremendous sucHut if you come to our store, we are showing at 5c, 10c per dozen. It will
cess of the well known liquid eczema so certain of what D.D.I), will do for
interest you. We are also showing is an advertisement for livery service.
remedy, oil of wintergreen, thymol, gly- that we offer you a full size bottle you
on
cerine, etc., as compounded in D.D.L). this guarantee: Tf yon do not find that lead dress weights, embroidery cot Good horses and well kept rigs are
Prescription.
it takes away the lich AT ONCE, it tons, dress shields and children's elasWe have sold other remedies for skin costs
what bring the business. The ability
you not a cent
tic garters at iuc per pair, at the 5, V to serve the public at any hour of the
K. D. GOODALL East Us
and 25 Cent Store.
Vegas, New Mexico.
day or night is an item to be consld
15.-Oo-

15,

8:43 X

Pretty Folk Dances
Rollicking Songs
Spicy Dialogs

1TH

LAt VtfiXI

"1

Ynn WW Zavo

I

For painting and paperhanging, see
Pnone Main 357.

The Ladies' Aid society of the

If you have not received

consisting of baked beans, bread,
pies, cakes, salads and home made
candy, Saturday morning beginning
at 10 o'clock.

PAY DAY PRICE LIST,

THERE

Owing to the lack of a quorum no
meeting of the city council was held
last night. As business of importance
is on hand for consideration it is probable that a meeting will be called for
next Wednesday night

-

IS--

A PLACE

A SEASON
AND A

REASON
FOR EVERYTHING

This is The Place

The Ovieility

TRY THESE

Burnaham and Morrills' CLAMS
Burnaham and Morrills' Clam Juice
Burnettam and Morrills' Clam Chowder

They'll Please You

M

H. STEARNS
PURE THINGS
EAT.
TO

OF

THE HOME

AT

The nmeral of Gilbert McWhirter,
who died Tuesday morning, occurred
this afternoon from the First Presbyterian church. Rev. Norman Skinner and Rev. E. C. Anderson officiated in the services. Interment was in
the Masonic cemetery. The pall
bearers, all friends of Mr. McWhirter,
were Lester Sands, R. S. Randall, Wil
liam Shillinglaw, O. Barnes, Charles
Moore, and A. R. Marwick.
After a long illness Miss Katherine
willman died this morning at 5
o'clock at St Anthony's sanitarium.
Miss Willman came to Las Vegas
from St. Louis about seven months
ago for her health. Though at first
the change of climate was beneficial
her condition was serious for some
time previous to her death. Miss Will- man was a native of Missouri and
was 34 years of age. She is survived
by her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Willman, two brothers' and three sisters, all residents of St Louis. One
brother, J. H. Wir.man, has been in
Vegas for the past three months and
was with her at the time of her death.
The body will be sent to St Louis by
J. C. Johnsen and Son this evening
on train No. 2.

For Every Seasonable Thing in the Grocery Line
And There's a REASON Why we sell them.

PRICES

Bap-

tist church will have a bakery sale,

Phone us and we will gladly send you one.

OF PUB

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
the wood. Direct from distillery
to yon. At the Lobby, of course.

Just received the three latest song
hits, "Bright Eyes, "Billy," "Hands
Up," 25 cents a copy. Romero Book
Co., Las Vegas, N. Mex.

P.S.

QUALITY

PENNANTS
PENNANTS,
Baily's curio storjs has just received
a new Btock of High School and Normal pennants. It ie showing also
some pretty novelties in girls' hats
for High School lasies. Pennants and
pillows of all the big colleges are
awaiting your inspection.

CASH SPECIAL SALE
FOR THREE

DAYS ONLY

FEBRUARY

17TH

15-- 16

sack Boss Patent Flour
sack Boss Patent Flour
sack Old Homestead Flour
sack Old Homestead Flour
15 lbs. Sugar
1 large can Utah Tomatoes
3 cans Fall City No. 2 Tomatoes
3 cans Midway Club Corn
3 cans Pall City Hominy
5 lbs. Mexican
Beans

j

2H

lbs. Good Rice
3 pkgs. Macaroni
3 pkgs. Spaghetti
3 pkgs. Vermicelli.
3 Quaker Corn Flakes . . .'
3 Nudavene Rolled Oats
80c. Green and Black Tea
4 oz. Bottle Burnett's Lemon Extract
Qt jar Bismark Mince Meat. . .
Qt. jar Pure Fruit Apple Butter.

Bags Salt

8

bars Light House Soap

...,,.

.30
.30
.25
.25
.25

j

bars Magic Washer Soap
Bars Lenox Soap
3 lb. can Pure Lard
5 lbs. can Pure Lard
10 lb. can Pure Lard
Prime Bacon, per lb
9

6

,

.25
.40
.60

t

17c

The Graaf & Hayward
Store
We

80
50
75
qq
10
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
50
90
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CHANGE YOUR WASH DAY

$1.55

Co.

Always Hare The Best of Eatables

NEW STYLES

HERE

Mrs. A. Standish has just received
her new sample style book of the

Our city will soon

be

TO LAUNDRY DAY

LAS VEGAS STEAM
LAUNDRY DAY

you'll never go back to the
way.

ed

TRY US ONCE.
PHONE NOW--

Las Vegas Steam

Laundry
Phone Main

81

for
Fire Insurance. Our rates will depend
on the condition our
city presents.
It's
get. busy. Remove conflagration breeders.
CUTLER BROTHERS,

For some reason
slated the Normal
basketball
Mexico University
game scheduled for Friday night in
Albuquerque has been indefinitely
The management of the
postponed.
Normal squad received word from the
Duke City quintette yesterday after
noon to the effect that they could not
meet the Las Vegas team according
No substitute date was
to schedule.
suggested by the varsity management
hut it Is expected that the game will
be played some time after February
22. The Normal team had made preparations for the Albuquerque trip
and had planned to go south this afternoon. The Normal squad has been
practicing faithfully since the game
in Las Vegas with the university and
expected to take the Duke City to a
cleaning. As it stands at the present time the Normal team can lay
claim to the championship of the state
having defeated the varsity basketball team several weeks ago.
Plans for sending the Normal team
to El Paso to enter the meet of the
Southwestern Athletic association on
February 22 and 23 have been abandoned. Owing to the numerous other
attractions in Las Vegas the double-heade- r
backetball contest planned for
Saturday night has been postponed
until February 23. On this occasion
the boys' teams of the High school
and the Normal University will play.
The game between the girls' teams
of the two schools will not be
played as scheduled, but in Its
place there will be a game of volleyball between picked teams from
the Senior and Busines Men's classes
of the Y. M. C. A.
As a result of the games of last
Saturday night the Business Men and
the Seniors of the association will play
for the supremacy of the Y. M. C. A.
league. No date has been set for this
The winner of the game of
game.
next Friday night and the losers of
the championship game will play for
second place In the league.

WRECKS END THE
LIVES

9

Zlm

OF TWELVE

FROM

on their sides except the combination car next to the postal, which was
only partially overturned.
It is supposed the accident
was
caused by a broken truck under the
combination car but the fact has not
yet been determined. The names of
the killed and injured have not yet
been learned.
The injured persons were taken to
a hospital at Huntington. Two of the
four passengers killed were women.
The derailment of the cars broke
the telegraph wires and communication with Warrior's Ridge is greatly
hampered. The Huntington hospital
sent a request to Altoona and Harris-burfor 12 or more nurses to attend
the injured.
A partial list of the passengers who
escaped injury includes Congressmen
Mondell of Wyoming and Moan of Nebraska, and Pension Commissioner
McBride of Washington.
There are
now 32 injured
lussengers in the
Huntington hospital.
The railroad offices here have not
yet received the names of any of the
killed or injured, though it is now given out that only one man and two
women were killed outright. Some of
the injured may uie.
A GOOD CHANCE
To buy. something nice at remarkably reasonable prices is afforded by
Miss M. M. Thompson, who has decided to sell ladies handbags at bne-hal- f
price. She is also selling leather goods at reduced prices. Everything in this sale is of the best qual-

ity and the handbags are especially
stylish. Miss Thompson, Sixth street.
Everybody reads The Optic.

Progressive
Seedsmen

Any Suit in The

House

13.50
FOR 10 DAYS

Then we Invoice
"UNTIL THEN"

Yoiir Choice

13.50

Mexico.

In 1901 Mr. Blackwell sold his interests in the firm and moved to St.
Louis, his late home, where he enMr. Blackwell
gaged In business.
owned interests in. a number of firms
in New Mexico and was a director in
the San Miguel National bank. He
owned an interest in the Florsheim
Mercantile company at Springer and
was one of the firm of Goke, Black-wel- l
& Lawrence, of Clayton.
Mr. Blackwell Is survived by a
widow, three daughters and two sons.
One of his daughters is the wife of
Herrick of Ohio,
a son of
and one a wife of the son of Senator
Aldrich and the other is Miss Jane
C. N. Blackwell of Raton
Blackwell.
is a brother of Mr. Blackwell.
Mr. Blackwell was a business man
of great ability, highly respected by
his business associates and loved and
honored by his many triends, all of
whom mourn his death.

Copy.ight Han Sctuffut & Mail

25 Per Cent Discount
ON ALL BOY'S AND CHILDREN'S

SUITS and OVERCOATS
GREENBERGER,

MRJWERCHANTs
You who

are doubtful
about Electric Advertising.
Customers follow the light,
put up an Electric Sign and
have your windows lighted
by our special low flat rate.

OF

NOTICE OF PENDENCY
DIVORCE SUIT
State of New Mexico

Court.

of San Miguel.

Marguerite Matthews Waddel,
Plaintiff,
Case No. 7384
vs.
Fred J. Waddell,
Defendant.
You, Fred J. Waddell, the defendant
in the above entitled cause of action,
are hereby notified that an action
for divorce has been commenced
against you in the District Court of
the County of San Miguel and State
of New Mexico by the above named
plaintiff; that said vlaintiff seeks an
absolute divorce on the grounds of
and cruel and inhuman
treatment; that unless you enter or
cause to be entered your appearance
in this cause on or before the 15th
day of April, A. D. 1912, judgment
will be taken against you by default.
Plaintiff's attorney is Charles W.
G. Ward, whose office and postofflce
address are Las Vegas, New Mexico.
LORENZO DELGADO,
(Seal)
Clerk of the District Court.
rt
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WE FURNISH
THE

'!

SIGN

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.

CO

A

LAND WOOD
NUT

SUGARITE LUMP
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
D. WmC ONDONmz

21

Ask About
OUR SPECIAL

Jefferson Raynol if Pre "dent
HalJett Reynolds Cashier
H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier

E. D. Raynolds Vice President
Stephen B.' Davis Vice President

ASSORTMENT

SALES
We can Save you

617 Douglas

FEB. 15 TO 25.

Gross-Blackwe-

County

(Continued Frofn Page One)

UP

at GREENBERGER'S

held Friday morning at Carrollton, Mo.
his birthplace. The death of Mr. Black-wel- l
came as a sudden shock to his
many friends and business associates
in Las Vegas, who mourn his loss. In
the death of Mr. Blackwell New Mexico loses another or its valued pioneers.
Mr. Blackwell was born in Carroll-ton- ,
Mo. As a young man he went to
St. Louis wherei he was in the employ
of White & Earickson, tobacco dealers.
Later, in 1872, he went to Kit Carson,
Colo., in the employ of the ChickBrown company, and from there to
Granada, Colo., to which place the
company moved its offices.
Mr. Blackwell came to Las Vegas
la 1879 at which time the rallroau entered this section of the southwest.
He came here in the employ of the
in
Brown & Manzanares company.
1882 Mr. Blackwell formed a partnership with Jacob Gross under the firm
name of the
company.
This was the foundation of what is
now Gross Kelly & company, one of
the largest wholesale firms in New

In the District

J.lfp

most beautiful suits coats, sKlrts,
waists and ladies' wearing apparel,
also her new spring hats. A first Tel. Mato 124.
614 Lincoln Ave.
class seamstress, also two apprentices for millinery are wanted. Mrs.
A. Standish.
Th Onuc prints all the news.

FINAL

FORMER LAS VEGAS MERCHANT
WILL BE LAID TO REST IN
TOWN OF HIS BIRTH.

g

If you make it

INftRROLION

The funeral of A M. Blackwell, who
died yesterday morning at his home in
which has not
St Louis, after a short illness, will be
University-Ne-

PERRY ONION & SON
d

BURIED

OBLIGED
BASKETBALL
SQUAD
TO GIVE UP ALBUQUERQUE
TRIP AT LAST MINUTE

been

off on boys' and chi)
dren's suits for 10 days, at Greenberger's.

Telephone Main 193 or 194

11

at Greenberger's.

One-fourt- h

IKE DAVIS

J.

$13.50

In

A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE YOU.

OUR SPECIAL

Your choice of any suit In the hous

for

IS TO BE

BUCKWELL

Tiy a dnua of Old Taylor bournon
the Opera Bar.

Davis, 414 Columbia.

Baiter

FEBRUARY

THE NORMAL GAME

hi

And find th t it is not necessary to send away for Groceries
as we sell you
Goods and at less Cost than any
Mail Order house will lay them down to you for.

DAY,

1

111

MONEY

OPTIC, T

VARSITY CANCELS

LOCAL NEWS

i

DAILY

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

at Least

20 Per Cent
IN

GROCERIES
AT

OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital,
YJTChile

ing,

$100,000

Surplus, and UhWviDM) Psofits J35.000

thit bank adopta every detir.ble method of
modern
it

never lo

sight of that eMentI.I quality, Absolute
Safety

Interest

on Tuna Deposits

AND

Florists
507--6T-

H

HER

ST.

Phone Vegas

121

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS
OPTIC

